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Van der Waals (vdW) and Casimir interactions depend crucially on material properties and geometry, espe-
cially at molecular scales, and temperature can produce noticeable relative shifts in interaction characteristics.
Despite this, common treatments of these interactions ignore electromagnetic retardation, atomism, or contribu-
tions of collective mechanical vibrations (phonons) to the infrared response, which can interplay with tempera-
ture in nontrivial ways. We present a theoretical framework for computing electromagnetic interactions among
molecular structures, accounting for their geometry, electronic delocalization, short-range interatomic corre-
lations, dissipation, and phonons at atomic scales, along with long-range electromagnetic interactions among
themselves or in the vicinity of continuous macroscopic bodies. We find that in carbon allotropes, particularly
fullerenes, carbyne wires, and graphene sheets, phonons can couple strongly with long-range electromagnetic
fields, especially at mesoscopic scales (nanometers), to create delocalized phonon polaritons that significantly
modify the infrared molecular response. These polaritons especially depend on the molecular dimensionality
and dissipation, and in turn affect the vdW interaction free energies of these bodies above a macroscopic gold
surface, producing nonmonotonic power laws and nontrivial temperature variations at nanometer separations
that are within the reach of current Casimir force experiments.
Van der Waals (vdW) interactions play an integral role in
binding and interaction energies of molecules in condensed
phases [1–3], and their long-range many-body nature [3–7]
can modify phonons in molecular crystals to the extent of pro-
ducing qualitatively different predictions of thermodynamic
stability at finite temperature compared to common pairwise
approximations [8–10]. However, while these treatments of
many-body vdW interactions account for multiple scattering
and electromagnetic (EM) screening to all orders and derive
material properties from ab-initio calculations, they only ac-
count for valence electrons and not phonons in the molecular
response, despite the large role of the latter in interactions at
finite temperature; moreover, these treatments neglect elec-
tromagnetic retardation, which becomes important at length
scales where phononic contributions to molecular response
become important too. Such accounts of phonons have more
typically arisen in continuum treatments of Casimir interac-
tions, where polarizable objects are modeled as dipoles or
continuum local dielectrics with infrared resonances deter-
mined empirically [11–13]. In the related domain of ther-
mal radiation, vibrational resonances have been treated atom-
istically via mechanical Green’s function [14–19] as well as
molecular dynamics [20–23] methods, but these have the re-
spective pitfalls of being limited to bulk materials or using
heuristic pairwise approximations to noncovalent interactions.
In this paper, we develop and apply a framework for
computing retarded, many-body (RMB) vdW interactions in
mesoscopic systems, where molecules can be treated in an
ab-initio atomistic way and larger bodies can be treated via
continuum electrodynamics, to include the impact of phonons
and dissipation in molecular response as well as finite temper-
ature, based on related recent developments [24]. In particu-
lar, we focus on the interactions of fullerenes, carbyne wires,
and graphene sheets with a gold surface, which we approxi-
mate as a perfect electrically conducting plane for computa-
tional simplicity, and compare interaction energies with and
without phonon contributions at T = 0 and T = 300 K to
each other, as well as to predictions from dipolar and contin-
uum treatments where appropriate. We find that phonons can
significantly delocalize the molecular response, which is espe-
cially relevant when the molecule is close to the surface, in a
manner strongly dependent on the molecular dimensionality,
size, and dissipation properties, due to the shape-dependent
coupling of those phonons with EM fields to form phonon po-
laritons. Moreover, in contrast to common macroscopic treat-
ments of Casimir forces in bulk media, which find nontrivial
temperature effects only at large separations of at least 1 mi-
cron [25], we find that phonon-inducednonlocality can lead to
temperature-sensitive vdW interactions even at small separa-
tions. In particular, we show that “0-dimensional” fullerenes
retain a relatively localized response and consequently lesser
deviations of finite from zero-temperature free energies and
power laws at nanometer separations, while “1-dimensional”
carbyne wires exhibit much larger quantitative but also qual-
itative deviations, including nonmonotonic power laws. By
contrast, “2-dimensional” graphene sheets have many more
avenues for dissipation and stronger bonds than isolated com-
pact molecules, leading to damping of the nonlocal response,
in which case finite temperature effects, while larger than
previously predicted, only become evident at larger (tens of
nanometers) separations. We expect our predictions to be
relevant to ongoing experiments on vdW interactions among
molecules and metallic objects at nanometric scales [26].
Method.—At temperature T , the free energy of interac-
tion among a collection of Nmol disjoint molecules labeled l,
with electric susceptibilities Vl, and macroscopic bodies with
2Figure 1. RMB model of molecular response. A collection of
atoms with electronic polarization response modeled as Gaussian
basis functions fp(x) interact via long-range electromagnetic fields
Genv. The individual electronic response of each atom arises from
the coupling of valence electronic and phononic excitations via short-
range interactions, represented schematically: for every atom p, a
nuclear oscillator of mass mIp with dissipation bIp is connected to
nuclear oscillators of other atoms q via anisotropic spring constants
Kpq , and to an electronic oscillator of massmep with dissipation bep
and isotropic spring constant kep; only the electrons couple directly
to long-range EM fields with effective charge qep.
a composite susceptibility Venv is given by [24, 27, 28],
F = kBT
∞∑
n=0
′ ln(det(T∞T
−1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ(iξn)
. (1)
whose integrand Φ(iξ) depends on the inverse of the scatter-
ing “T” operator T−1 =
∑
l V
−1
l − Genv, which encodes
EM scattering to all orders among the molecules mediated by
the continuum bodies, and T−1∞ =
∏
l T
−1
l∞, which encodes
the scattering properties of each molecule isolated in vacuum,
T
−1
l∞ = V
−1
l − G0; Genv denotes the imaginary-frequency
Green’s function of the macroscopic bodies, which solves the
macroscopic Maxwell’s equations (setting ǫ0 = 1):[
∇×∇×+ξ
2
c2
(I+ Venv)
]
Genv = I. (2)
Note that all of these quantities depend on frequency, but this
is notationally suppressed for brevity. The integrand Φ is
evaluated at imaginary Matsubara frequencies ξn =
2πkBTn
~
,
with the prime on the summation denoting the n = 0 term
contributing a half-weight relative to the other terms and the
T → 0 limit reducing to an integral over all ξ.
While the vacuum EM Green’s function G
↔
0(iξ,x,x
′) =
(I − c2ξ2∇ ⊗ ∇) e
−ξ|x−x′|/c
4π|x−x′| is known analytically, Genv and
Vl typically must be constructed numerically. The former
can be done using one of many available classical EM tech-
niques [1, 12, 29, 30]. The latter in principle requires descrip-
tions accounting for the quantum delocalization and transi-
tions of electrons, and while the susceptibilities Vl are basis-
independent quantities, computational treatment of electro-
magnetic interactions between arbitrarily delocalized elec-
trons becomes challenging. However, recent work in the con-
text of vdW interactions [3, 4, 6, 31] has demonstrated accu-
rate results by expressing the molecular susceptibilities,
Vl = −ξ
2
c2
∑
p,i,q,j
αpi,qj |fpi〉〈fqj |, (3)
in terms of localized basis functions |fpi〉 representing the EM
response of valence electrons via dipolar ground state wave-
functions of effective polarizabilities α. We briefly describe
the construction of the molecular response functions Vl and
their underlying assumptions, shown schematically in Fig. 1,
and leave more detailed descriptions to Appendix A. For the
insulating and weakly metallic molecular systems we con-
sider, the ground state electron density is relatively local-
ized around each atom, so once it is found via DFT, it can
be partitioned into atomic fragments that incorporate short-
range quantum exchange, correlation, hybridization, and elec-
trostatic effects. These fragments are then mapped onto a set
of harmonic oscillators for each atom p in each molecule,
namely a single effective electronic oscillator of charge qep,
massmep, spring constant kep connecting only to the nucleus,
and damping coefficient bep, representing the valence elec-
tron, and a single nuclear oscillator of mass mIp, anisotropic
spring constants Kpq connecting to other nuclei, and damp-
ing coefficient bIp, representing the nucleus screened by inner
electrons which give rise to phonons.
Within the RMB framework, only the valence electronic
oscillators are assumed to couple to long-range EM fields
via their charges qep, thereby giving rise to the molecular re-
sponse in the first place, but the features of the response are
strongly influenced by the coupling of the electronic oscilla-
tors to their corresponding mobile nuclear oscillators via kep
and the coupling of nuclei to each other via Kpq; in particu-
lar, the screening of the nuclei by the inner electrons means
the tensors Kpq are typically only nonzero for nearest neigh-
bors [15, 16, 32, 33], and also justifies our assumption that
the nuclear oscillators do not couple directly to long-range
EM fields. All of these quantities except the damping co-
efficients bep and bIp incorporate short-range interaction ef-
fects by virtue of being computed from ab-initio DFT calcula-
tions or elemental data; in principle, the damping coefficients
may also be rigorously derived by coupling these oscillator
degrees of freedom to appropriate reservoirs describing the
full system, whether the molecule is in vacuum, suspended
in a condensed phase, or large enough to support a contin-
uum of phonons that irreversibly carry energy away, but we
choose simple approximate values justified by empirical con-
siderations appropriate to each system. These quantities are
3collected from all molecules and respectively arranged into
3N × 3N matrices (Me, Qe, Be,Ke,MI, BI,KI) that satisfy
the frequency-domain equations of motion [24]
[
Ke − iωBe − ω2Me −Ke
−Ke Ke +KI − iωBI − ω2MI
] [
xe
xI
]
=
[
Qeee
0
]
(4)
for the electronic and nuclear oscillator displacements (xe, xI)
in terms of the total electric field |E〉 represented in the basis
of electronic oscillators as a 3N -dimensional vector ee. Solv-
ing for the electronic oscillator dipole moment pe = Qexe =
αee yields the electric susceptibility matrix evaluated at fre-
quency ω = iξ,
α = Qe(Ke + ξBe + ξ
2Me
−Ke(Ke +KI + ξBI + ξ2MI)−1Ke)−1Qe
(5)
entering the expansion of V above. The nuclear and elec-
tronic masses differ by four orders of magnitude, while their
respective harmonic coupling strengths are comparable, lead-
ing to two frequency scales relevant to the response, with
phonons dominating the static and infrared response while va-
lence electrons dominate at visible and ultraviolet imaginary
frequencies.
As mentioned above, even though we use DFT to account
for the change in electronic polarizability in each atom in
a molecule due to its neighbors, our use of oscillators to
describe the valence electronic degrees of freedom restricts
our consideration to molecular systems that are insulating or
weakly metallic; at the level of the bare susceptibility V, the
valence electronic oscillators by themselves do not display the
significant electronic delocalization and mobility inherent in
strongly metallic or doped systems, as may be captured in
tight-binding and related models. However, short-range inter-
nuclear couplings encoded inKI give rise to collective nuclear
oscillations (phonons) that in turn couple different electronic
oscillators to each other; this produces nonlocality (spatial dis-
persion) in the bare susceptibility V in an ab-initio rather than
phenomenological way, and in turn ensures that vdW interac-
tions among atoms and molecules remain finite even at van-
ishing separations, in contrast to point dipolar and continuum
treatments [11–13]. In particular, we use Gaussian basis func-
tions [6, 7, 34–38]
fpi(x) =
(√
2πσp
)−3
exp
[
− (x− rp)
2
2σ2p
]
ei (6)
centered at the equilibrium atomic positions rp, polarized
along the Cartesian direction ei, and normalized so that
| ´ fpi(x) d3x| = 1. The isotropic widths σp of these basis
functions have been chosen at each frequency as,
σp(iξ) =
1√
4π
( |αp(iξ)|
3
)1/3
, (7)
such that a dipolar oscillator of isotropic polarizability αp
has the same self-interaction energy − ξ23c2
∑
i〈fpi|G0fpi〉 as
that of a Gaussian dipole distribution in vacuum. Without
phonons, the bare molecular response V would be essentially
local, and each valence electronic oscillator would have an in-
dividual polarizability αp(iξ) = q
2
ep/(kep + ξbep + ξ
2mep),
producing widths σ ∼ 1 angstrom at low frequency. With
phonons, V is inherently nonlocal, so we extend (7) by defin-
ing effective local isotropic atomic polarizabilities
αp(iξ) =
1
3
∑
q,j
αpj,qj(iξ) (8)
that capture the spatial extent of nonlocal response due to
phonons in the atomistic systems we consider, especially at
lower frequencies, directly from the properties of the elec-
tronic and nuclear oscillators; this atomic contraction effec-
tively constitutes a local approximation to the susceptibil-
ity within our oscillator model [39], but used only for con-
structing the Gaussian widths. The resulting Gaussian widths
strongly depend on the molecular geometry, as encoded in
nearest-neighbor bonds in the internuclear coupling matrix
KI. For low-dimensional materials like carbyne or graphene,
we observe σ ∼ 1 nm at low frequencies, with smaller widths
arising in compact molecules like fullerenes.
Electromagnetic interactions among electronic oscillators
are modified by phonons in two ways, both of which de-
pend strongly on the atomistic geometry and material prop-
erties encoded in the oscillator model. The first is that
the basis functions |fpi〉 attenuate short-distance EM diver-
gences via the smearing of the valence electronic response.
Namely, EM fields can be significantly screened if phonons
enhance the magnitude and nonlocality of the electronic re-
sponse such that σ increases beyond a few bond lengths. The
second arises from multiple scattering and screening effects
through the mutual coupling of the oscillators via long-range
EM fields [4, 6, 7, 39]; this gives rise to effective plasmon–
polaritons, as seen through shifts in the oscillator frequencies
from the poles of the resulting nonlocal susceptibility,
χ↔(iξ,x,x′) = − c
2
ξ2
〈x|V|x′〉 =
∑
p,i,q,j
αpi,qjfpi(x)⊗ fqj(x′),
(9)
which includes only short-range interactions, to those of T,
which include long-range EM interactions as well. This ef-
fect is present even in the absence of phonons, in which case
the nuclei are taken to be fixed in space as in past work.
With phonons, nonlocality may interplay in complex ways
with molecular geometry and material properties, producing
phonon–polariton resonances that couple nuclear, electronic,
and EM degrees of freedom, further modifying the poles of
T. As we show below, the screening of long-range EM in-
teractions by phonons can modify the behavior of vdW inter-
actions at different distance regimes, especially as a function
of temperature. The inherent nonlocality in V due to KI also
implies that in contrast to previous treatments based on local
4electronic polarizabilities, the Born approximation of the in-
tegrand Φ in (1) to low order in EM scattering no longer rep-
resents a pairwise summation (PWS) approximation, as the
former includes correlations among all atoms due to phonons.
In the following, we study the RMB free energy of interac-
tion at zero and room temperatures between variousmolecular
systems and a planar gold slab, the latter of which we model
as a perfect conductor for simplicity in computing Genv (via
image theory). Specifically, we consider (separately) a C500-
fullerene of radius 1 nm, a long carbyne wire oriented parallel
to the surface, and an undoped graphene sheet of infinite ex-
tent parallel to the surface; we focus on carbon allotropes be-
cause their static electronic polarizabilities are large enough
for many-body effects to become particularly evident com-
pared to insulating biological molecules, but their electron
densities are localized enough for Hirshfeld partitioning and
our oscillator model to remain accurate compared to stronger
metals. In each case, we make appropriate comparisons to
other predictions which typically make further simplifications
beyond our stated assumptions. We compare results both in
the presence and absence of phonons, the latter of which is
obtained by replacing α with a purely electronic response
αe = Qe(Ke + ξBe + ξ
2Me)
−1Qe, which modifies the cor-
responding basis functions, T, and T∞, and leads to a free
energy which we denote Fe. In addition, we also compare
with the Casimir–Polder (CP) approximate free energy FCP,
which replaces (1) with,
FCP = −kBT
∞∑
n=0
′Tr
[
α↔CP(iξn) ·G
↔
sca(iξn, r, r)
]
(10)
in terms of Gsca = Genv − G0, representing a contraction of
the molecule to a dipole at position r with an effective polar-
izability αCPij =
∑
p,q〈fpi|Tl∞fqj〉 that includes long-range
interactions among molecular degrees of freedom in vacuum
to infinite order in the scattering, but only to lowest order with
the surface. Finally, in the case of graphene, we compare to
predictions obtained via common macroscopic (continuum)
models [40–45], described in detail in the appendix.
Fullerene.—We begin with the case of a “0-dimensional”
fullerene above the gold surface [Fig. 2]. An isolated fullerene
will not have the same dissipation mechanisms as a fullerene
in solution [11], so we neglect the damping coefficients Be
and BI; however, we constrain the center of mass of this iso-
lated molecule by fixing the positions of two nuclei on oppo-
site sides of the fullerene. At large z, the finite size of the
fullerene is negligible, so it may be treated like a point dipole
with respect to scattering from the plate. Without phonons, αe
is characterized by a single frequency scale arising from the
electronic response [Fig. 2(a)], so when the cutoff frequency
c/z falls below that as z increases [Fig. 2(b)], the power law
monotonically approaches the retarded dipolar limit of −4
at T = 0. At room temperature, T = 300 K, the power
law [Fig. 2(c)] will eventually increase to −3 only when z be-
comes comparable to the thermal wavelength, ~c/(kBT ) ≈
7.6 µm, because once the cutoff frequency c/z falls below
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Figure 2. Impact of phonons at large separations. (a) Representa-
tive polarizability of an individual atomic constituent of a fullerene
molecule suspended above a gold plate by a surface–surface gap z,
comparing the full (including phonons) α (blue) and purely elec-
tronic αe (green) polarizabilities. (b) RMB free energy integrand
Φ(iξ) as a function of imaginary frequency ξ corresponding to F
(blue) and Fe (green) at a fixed z = 1 nm. (c) RMB power laws
for F(0) (blue), F(300 K) (red), and Fe(0) (green). Inset: energy
ratios F(T )/Fe for the fullerene, at T = 0 (blue) or T = 300 K
(red).
the first Matsubara frequency 2πkBT/~, only the zero Mat-
subara frequency will contribute. These predictions are sim-
ilar to predictions from macroscopic formulations of Casimir
physics [11]; namely, in the absence of phonons, the free en-
ergies at T = 0 versus T = 300 K are essentially identical for
z ≤ 1 µm, like in typical macroscopic situations.
Matters change drastically when phonons are considered,
in which case α is characterized by two frequency scales due
to the vastly different nuclear and electronic masses. Even for
z ≤ 1 µm, as z increases, these frequency scales compete
with the cutoff frequency c/z to produce pronounced non-
monotonic interaction power laws for T = 0 and T = 300 K;
the onset of this deviation based on temperature occurs at
separations far smaller than one would expect from common
macroscopic predictions, though at large z > 7.6 µm (which
we do not show) the asymptotic power laws approach those
observed in the absence of phonons. Such significant sensi-
tivity to temperature at small z ≈ 100 nm illustrates that even
for a small, compact molecule like fullerene, the interplay be-
tween phononic response and long-range EM fields can make
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Figure 3. Nonmonotonicity and temperature deviations due to phonon-induced nonlocal response in an elongated molecule. (a) Polar-
izability as a function of imaginary frequency for the middle atom (0) in a 500 atom-long carbyne wire, comparing α (blue) to αe (green).
(b) Imaginary frequency integrands for F (blue) and Fe (green) at z = 1 nm via RMB (solid) or CP, without (fine dashed) or with (coarse
dashed) artificial smearing. (c) RMB (solid) and CP, without (fine dashed) or with (coarse dashed) artificial smearing, interaction power laws
of a 500 atom-long carbyne wire parallel to a gold plate, for F(0) (blue), F(300 K) (red), and Fe(0) (green). Inset: Free energy ratios
F(300 K)/F(0) as functions of z via RMB (solid) or CP, without (fine dashed) or with (coarse dashed) artificial smearing. (d, e) Power laws
for the vdW interactions of one parallel carbyne wire with a gold plate (solid) or two such wires in vacuum (dashed) for wires made of 250
(magenta), 500 (blue), or 1000 (black) atoms, at T = 0 (d) or T = 300 K (e).
the interaction power laws deviate significantly from typical
macroscopic predictions. The increased relative importance
of phononic response at large z also leads to strong devia-
tions of the free energy ratios F(T )/Fe(0) from 1 for large
z at both values of T [Fig. 2(c)]. At smaller separations, the
finite size and curved spherical shape of the fullerene domi-
nate the interaction power law. Due to the small size of the
fullerene, at larger frequencies∼ c/z, phonons neither signif-
icantly delocalize the molecular response nor strongly couple
to EM fields, consistent with the fact that Gaussian widths
throughout the molecule are smaller than the smallest value
of z = 1 nm considered here. Hence, all three power laws
converge upon each other for z ∈ [1 nm, 10 nm], and the free
energy ratios converge to 1 in this limit too. It is worth noting
that at z ≈ 100 nm, where the power laws exhibit nonmono-
tonic behavior, the vertical vdW force on the fullerene by the
surface is on the order of 10−18 N, which is far smaller than
currently measurable in state-of-the-art vdW or Casimir force
experiments [26, 46–48].
Carbyne.—We now turn to the case of a “1-dimensional”
carbyne wire [Fig. 3]. As with the fullerene, we assume the
damping coefficients Be and BI to be negligible when the
molecule is in isolation, and constrain the nuclei at each end
of the wire to remain fixed. While the qualitative behaviors
of the interaction power laws ∂ ln(F)/∂ ln(z) for a wire at
large z above a gold plate are similar to those of the fullerene,
the elongated shape of the wire allows it to support longer-
wavelength phonons which couple much more strongly to
low-frequency and infrared EM fields, leading to a richer de-
pendence on separation and temperature even for z < 100 nm.
To better understand the physics of these interactions, we
compare the RMB predictions to those from the CP approxi-
mation of (10), first for a 500 atom-long carbyne wire above a
gold plate, and then for various configurations of wire lengths
(both in vacuum and above a plate).
For a 500 atom-long carbyne wire, delocalization in the
response due to phonons has the strongest effect at low fre-
quencies, leading to static Gaussian basis function widths
σ0(ω → 0) ≈ 3.3 nm at the middle of the wire. Figure 3(a)
plots α0 ∼ σ0(iξ)3 as a function of ξ, showing the exis-
tence of two characteristic frequency scales arising from the
much stronger phonon-induced electronic delocalization at in-
frared wavelengths. In contrast, the response in the absence of
phonons exhibits only a single frequency scale and the Gaus-
sian widths never exceed 1 angstrom. These enlarged Gaus-
sian smearing widths lead to nonmonotonicity in the RMB
integrand [Fig. 3(b)] with respect to ξ for z < σ0(0), as the
Gaussian basis functions overlap with the response of the gold
plate (i.e. interactions with image basis functions in the per-
fectly conducting limit). Such non-monotonicity cannot be
observed in the absence of phonons, as the bare susceptibil-
ity χ↔(iξ,x) is essentially local in that case. However, as this
nonmonotonicity occurs for very small ξ in the integrand, the
behavior of the RMB power law at T = 0 with phonons with
respect to z is less sensitive to the nonmonotonic integrand,
simply approaching the power law without phonons as z de-
creases [Fig. 3(c)]. By contrast, at T = 300 K, the RMB
power law with phonons shows significant deviations from
that at T = 0 even up to z < 20 nm; essentially, the sampling
of Matsubara frequencies at room temperature makes the free
6energy disproportionately sensitive to the response at static
and infrared ξ. Additionally, the sensitivity of these vdW in-
teractions at room temperature to the response at infrared and
smaller ξ leads to a free energy ratio F(T )/F(0) that exceeds
2 even for z < 20 nm, and that energy ratio is nonmono-
tonic because the zero and room temperature RMB free en-
ergy power laws with phonons cross each other. At large z,
the magnitude of the RMB free energy ratio F(300 K)/F(0)
is consistent with recent work by Maghrebi et al. [49], which
shows the sensitivity of this energy ratio to geometry for con-
tinuum objects even in the absence of nonlocal response. Note
that at z = 4 nm, the vertical force on the wire at T = 0
is Fz ≈ 10−11 N, and as can be observed from the power
laws and energy ratios, the force ratio is
Fz(300 K)
Fz(0)
≈ 1.2;
both the forces themselves and their differences with respect
to temperature should therefore be measurable and resolvable
in state-of-the-art Casimir experiments [50], though it should
be pointed out that that long free-standing carbyne wires have
not been stably fabricable, and carbyne has only been found in
solution or confined to supramolecular structures like carbon
nanotubes [51, 52].
To better understand these phenomena, we compare these
results to those obtained by the CP approximation, where the
phonon polaritonic response is contracted into a point dipo-
lar polarizability. In the CP approximation, the integrand is
always monotonic, and the power laws at each temperature
are monotonic for z < 20 nm, approaching the nonretarded
dipolar limit of -3 as z decreases. This is because in the point
dipolar limit, even if the magnitude of the polarizability is en-
hanced due to phonon polaritons, there is no sense in which
nonlocality is captured in its long-range EM interactions. The
monotonic decrease in the CP integrand over a very small fre-
quency range also means that even at small z, Matsubara sum-
mation at T = 300 K leads to a significantly larger energy due
to contributions from small ξ than continuous integration over
ξ at T = 0, so the energy ratio is significantly larger than
1. However, if one artificially smears this point dipole into
an isotropic Gaussian distribution of width σ0(iξ), such that
the dipole at small ξ will overlap with its image in the con-
ducting plane for z < σ0(0), one qualitatively recovers the
nonmonotonic integrand and room temperature power laws.
Notably, however, such a “smeared CP approximation” still
leads to quantitative differences compared to RMB, as it ne-
glects explicit consideration of the finite molecular size and
geometry. For z > σ0(0), the smeared CP approximation
produces power laws identical to those of the standard CP ap-
proximation, and both converge to the corresponding RMB
power laws at each respective temperature at much larger z.
Strictly speaking, for a wire parallel to a conducting plane,
modeling the latter via a local macroscopic susceptibility be-
comes questionable for z < σ0(0), as we expect the atom-
ism and spatially dispersive response of the latter to matter
more for such small separations. Such an issue is not rele-
vant when considering interactions between two molecules in
vacuum. We further explore this by comparing the RMB inter-
action power laws (in the presence of phonons) of a single car-
bynewire above the gold plate, equivalent to a wire interacting
with its correlated image, against that of two parallel, uncor-
related wires interacting in vacuum. In particular, we study
wires comprising of either 250, 500, or 1000 atoms at zero
[Fig. 3(d)] and room [Fig. 3(e)] temperatures. At T = 0, the
power laws for a single wire above the plate are all monotonic
even at small z, because the free energy is not sensitive to the
nonmonotonic integrand for z < σ0(0); essentially, the wire
is interacting with its correlated image, which dramatically
changes the phonon polaritons emerging from the long-range
EM interactions, compared to those of the wire in vacuum. In
contrast, the power laws for two wires of at least 500 atoms
in vacuum show nonmonotonicity for z > 10 nm, which is
larger than σ0(0) and hence cannot be attributed to overlap-
ping Gaussian basis functions. At T = 300 K, the power laws
for a single wire above the plate show nonmonotonicity only
for z . σ0(0) for every wire length, while the power laws
for two wires in vacuum show two maxima for z < 20 nm,
with the one at larger z corresponding to the aforementioned
maxima visible for two wires even at T = 0 and occurring in
the absence of overlapping Gaussian widths. Thus, it is clear
that as nonmonotonic vdW interaction power laws can be ob-
served at room temperature for separations both on the order
or larger than the corresponding Gaussian smearing widths,
and is therefore not an artifact of overlapping response func-
tions or the lack of atomism in our description of the plate.
Graphene.—Finally, we consider a “2-dimensional” infi-
nite graphene sheet above the gold plate. Unlike fullerene
molecules or carbyne wires, atomically thin graphene sheets
can be exfoliated and suspended in vacuum [53, 54]; there-
fore, compared to the other aforementioned carbon allotropes,
there is significantly more theoretical and experimental work
characterizing the mechanical and vibrational [55–57], elec-
tronic [58], and thermal [59] properties of graphene. In
the particular context of vdW interactions, several theoretical
macroscopic models for the response of graphene have been
employed, which we summarily describe in the appendix. In
what follows, we compare our predictions to those obtained
from a Lifshitz formula of the Casimir interaction between a
graphene and a plate, based on a tight-binding model of the
electronic band structure of graphene. Such a model is con-
sistent with the random phase approximation (RPA) [45] and
includes spatial dispersion and the possibility of doping, but
does not consider contributions from phonons or dissipation.
As with fullerene and carbyne, the RMB model of the re-
sponse of graphene partitions the quantum ground-state den-
sity into atomic fragments, which are then mapped to a set
of effective valence electronic and nuclear oscillators. While
the ground-state density encodes similar physics contained
in tight-binding Hamiltonians [40–42], the RMB framework
require consideration of long-range EM interactions to ob-
serve the emergence of electron delocalization (plasmon po-
laritons). Moreover, the use of localized electron densities in
the oscillator model restricts us to consideration of undoped
graphene sheets, in contrast to the RPA model [45]. Mean-
while, our explicit consideration of phonons as well as dissi-
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Figure 4. Impact of nonlocality and phonons on graphene
vdW interactions. Magnitude of the Fourier-space susceptibility
|χ(iξ,k)| of a pure (undoped) graphene sheet with rectangular unit
cell 3.9 nm × 3.4 nm, obtained via either (a) RMB or (b) macro-
scopic, random-phase approximation (RPA) [45] models. (c) Power
law of interaction free energy for a graphene sheet suspended above
gold plate by a vacuum gap z, at T = 0 (blue) or T = 300 K (red),
comparing RMB (solid) results to macroscopic RPApredictions, ei-
ther with (fine dashed) or without (coarse dashed) doping, where the
doping concentration n = 1013 cm−2. The inset shows the interac-
tion free energy ratios F(300 K)/F(0) as a function of z.
pation stands in contrast to the model used in Ref. [45]. While
we do not explicitly show this, our anisotropic internuclear
couplings KI derived from DFT produce phonon dispersion
relations that agree with prior theoretical and experimental
works [55, 56]. Additionally, compared to the fullerene or car-
byne wire, we expect graphene to have more channels for dis-
sipation in its response. However, in undoped graphene, the
dissipation rates due to electron–electron or electron–acoustic
phonon scattering typically do not exceed 1012 rad/s [60].
For computational convenience,we employ a somewhat larger
dissipation rate of 1013 rad/s, encoded in BI. Such large
dissipation rates have been considered before in the context
of strongly (electronically) doped graphene and observed in
measurements of DC mobility [61]. In any case, our use of
larger damping rate is justifiable if the graphene sample is very
impure, even if it is not electronically doped.
We begin by demonstrating the differences in the graphene
nonlocal susceptibility (ignoring long-range EM interac-
tions) predicted at imaginary frequency in our RMB frame-
work [Fig. 4(a)] compared to the RPA model [Fig. 4(b)]
in the absence of doping. A Fourier space representation
of χ↔ may be obtained from its position space representa-
tion, χ↔(iξ,k,k′) =
´
d3x d3x′ χ↔(iξ,x,x′)e−i(k·x−k
′·x′).
As discussed in Appendix B, the RPA model assumes a
continuum electronic susceptibility derived from the long-
wavelength, conical electronic band structure of graphene in
a tight-binding approximation. The resulting susceptibility
is isotropic and diagonal in Fourier space, χ↔(iξ,k,k′) =
(2π)3χ(iξ,k)1
↔
δ(k − k′), or equivalently, χ(iξ,k) =
1
3
´
d3k′/(2π)3 Tr [χ↔(iξ,k,k′)], where χ(iξ,k) is both real
and positive. By contrast, the atomism of graphene is explic-
itly accounted for in RMB via our choice of atomic basis func-
tions, in which case χ↔(iξ,k,k′) is not diagonal. In particular,
applying the definitions above to the RMB model (9), yields
the following definition for the complex RMB susceptibility:
χ(iξ,k) =
1
3
∑
p,i,q,j
αpi,qi(iξ)
(ˆ
d3x fpi(x)e
−ik·x
)
·fqj(0)
(11)
Given the atomistic nature of the nonlocality in RMB, there
is some ambiguity in our choice of the coordinate x′ = 0,
which we choose to be the center of a hexagonal honeycomb
cell. Note also that we compute the RMB response of an infi-
nite sheet of graphene by applying Bloch’s theorem to deter-
mine the ground state electron density and associated quanti-
ties within a 3.9 nm × 3.4 nm rectangular unit cell, in which
case the quantity of interest is the free energy per unit area.
In the RMB model, at small ξ, and especially at small
k, corresponding to nearly spatially uniform incident fields,
contributions from long-wavelength acoustic phonons tend to
dominate, delocalizing the electronic response over several
primitive unit cells and drastically increasing |χ| to over 100;
as |k| increases, so too do the contributions of localized opti-
cal phonons, decreasing the magnitude and nonlocality of the
response. It is only for ξ > 1014 rad/s that phonons no longer
contribute appreciably to the response, so |χ| is essentially in-
dependent of k and its magnitude is less than 10, consistent
with RPA and decaying quickly as ξ increases further. In con-
trast to RMB, the electronic orbitals in the RPA model are
tightly bound to fixed nuclei, in which case the resulting re-
sponse vanishes as k → 0 for nonzero frequency, and hence
χ increases with increasing |k|, in qualitative opposition to
the RMB prediction. In particular, in the short-wavelength
regime, χ approaches a constant asymptote
q2
e
g
32~ǫ0vF
≈ 4 at
a rate controlled by ξ, that is far smaller than the RMB pre-
diction at low ξ. Given that the π-orbitals within RPA are
tightly bound to nearby nuclei, one would expect that phonons
should have a significant impact upon the valence electronic
and static response of graphene. The low-frequency behavior
of metals is particularly important in the context of vdW inter-
actions, as exemplified by recent discrepancies in the response
of Drude versus plasma models of gold [50]. While our dis-
8cussion of the RPA model has thus far neglected doping, if
doping is considered even to an arbitrarily small degree, the
presence of free mobile charge carriers (plasmons) does lead
to a divergence in the RPA susceptibility as k→ 0, providing
slightly better qualitative agreement with RMB predictions.
We now compare the predictions of both RMB and RPA
models for the vdW interaction free energy per unit area of
graphene above a gold plate, at both zero and room tempera-
tures. In particular, Fig. 4(c) shows the free energy power law
and corresponding energy ratios, with respect to the gap sep-
aration z. The RPA model is analyzed in the presence and ab-
sence of doping, with doping concentration n = 1013 cm−2.
Our RMB predictions for the power laws are qualitatively sim-
ilar to those of the fullerene in that the delocalization in the
response due to phonons leads to power laws at both tempera-
tures that are nonmonotonic, though the higher dimensionality
of graphene compared to fullerene or carbyne causes the onset
of nonmonotonic behavior to arise at smaller z & 20 nm than
for the fullerene or carbyne; while issues of convergence and
numerical error limit our consideration to z ≤ 100 nm, we
expect the RMB power laws to asymptotically approach -3
and -2 at zero and finite temperature, respectively. Likewise,
as the impact of phonons is more pronounced at larger tem-
peratures, the energy ratio starts to deviate noticeably from 1
at z & 20 nm. Note that at z = 100 nm, the vertical force
ratio Fz(300 K)/Fz(0) ≈ 1.3 and corresponding pressure
Fz/A ≈ 1 N/m2, and thus these differences should be mea-
surable in state-of-the-art experiments [62, 63]. Compared
to our previous predictions in carbyne systems, the assump-
tion of much larger nuclear dissipation BI in graphene signif-
icantly dampens and smears the impact of long-wavelength
acoustic phonons, limiting the phonon mean free path and
hence the spatial extent of delocalization in our Gaussian
widths σ to a much greater degree. Consequently, we ob-
serve energy ratios much closer to 1 and monotonic power
laws at small separations z . 20 nm. Notably, the RPA power
law without doping is a constant -3 at zero temperature over
all z, increasing monotonically toward -2 at finite tempera-
tures. With doping, both power laws are observed to increase
from -3 for z > 10 nm, though as Sernelius [45] makes clear,
these begin to approach their asymptotic values at very large
z ≫ 100 nm. Finally, since RPA does not include phonons,
there is no nonmonotonic behavior in the power laws, and
the RPA power laws with or without doping are consistently
above -3 in the range of separations z that we consider, unlike
the RMB power laws which drop below -3 for z ∼ 20 nm.
Concluding remarks.—We have demonstrated the strong
influence of nonlocal response arising from phonons on the
vdW interactions of molecular systems, particularly highlight-
ing the dependence of these effects on molecular shape, size,
temperature, and material dissipation. These effects can con-
spire to produce changes in the vdW interaction energy, rel-
ative to treatments that neglect phonons or finite tempera-
ture, which should be measurable with state-of-the-art exper-
iments, particularly at nanometric separations where macro-
scopic treatments of Casimir forces in bulk media [25, 50]
predict insignificant temperature effects. The characteristics
of molecular vibrations (phonons) in our calculations were
derived from covalent bond properties, so one might expect
more delocalization of electronic response along the bonds
than perpendicular to them. This implies that further ac-
curacy in modeling could be achieved by using anisotropic
Gaussian widths to account for this anisotropy. For exam-
ple, in carbyne, the ratio of transverse to longitudinal inter-
nuclear spring coupling coefficients between nearest neigh-
bors is 0.04, while this difference is approximately 0.35 in
graphene, so the strong anisotropy in the nonlocal response
should be captured in the Gaussian widths in order to more ac-
curately model the material response at short separations. Fi-
nally, a more accurate comparison between the RMB predic-
tions and those of macroscopic models for undoped graphene
requires smaller dissipation rates, which is likely to result
in more temperature-sensitive energies (potentially leading to
non-monotonic behavior at small z akin to those observed in
carbyne wires). However, the computational complexity of
simulating large unit cells supporting more strongly delocal-
ized phonons makes such a demonstration challenging. Fur-
thermore, intuitive interpretation of the RPA power laws is
hampered by the complicated form of the susceptibility, while
comparisons with RMB for doped graphene would require a
reformulation of the localized oscillator model to allow for in-
herently delocalized electronic response along with associated
changes to DFT computations, the subject of future work.
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Appendix A: Model of molecular response
The ground-state (i.e. zero-temperature) electron density
and geometric configuration of nuclei are determined for each
molecule l separately in isolation by minimizing the energy of
the molecule computed via density functional theory (DFT) in
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation: for each set of fixed
nuclear coordinates, the ground-state electron density is ob-
tained via DFT, and through this, the nuclear coordinates
are varied to reach an overall minimum energy, so this pro-
cess produces ground-state densities and nuclear coordinates
that account for short-range quantum exchange, correlation,
hybridization, and electrostatic effects. In the insulating or
weakly metallic molecular systems that we consider, the elec-
tronic wavefunctions are somewhat localized, allowing for a
Hirshfeld partitioning of the ground state electron density over
the molecule into atomic fragments that account for the pres-
ence of other nearby atoms; these atomic fragments are then
used with the electron densities of the corresponding isolated
9atoms to produce static electronic polarizabilities αep(0) as-
sociated with each atom p.
As illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, for each molecule l,
we map onto the set of Nl atoms labeled by p (denoting the
total number of atoms by N =
∑
lNl) a set of coupled har-
monic oscillator degrees of freedom. In particular, each atom
p consists of a single nuclear oscillator, representing the nu-
cleus screened by the inner electrons, and a single electronic
oscillator representing the effective valence electrons; this ef-
fectively represents an Unsöld approximation [39], which in
principle could be relaxed by assigning multiple oscillators
to account for many different possible electronic transitions.
Within the Unsöld approximation, for the purpose of con-
structing the molecular response, the electronic oscillator in
each atom is initially taken to be undamped (with dissipation
to be added later); given αep(0), the electronic oscillator fre-
quencies ωep are computed by fitting the oscillator dispersion
to nonretarded vdW C6-coefficients for each atom taken from
a large reference of theoretical and experimental atomic and
small molecular data [4, 6, 39]. From this, the effective num-
ber of electrons nep associated with that atom can be deter-
mined, and so can the effective charge qep = nepqe, mass
mep = nepme, and isotropic spring constant kep; these quan-
tities, by virtue of deriving from αep(0) and ωep, encode the
same short-range quantum and electrostatic effects present in
DFT and other high-level quantum calculations [6, 7, 34–38].
The nuclear masses are taken from elemental data as they are
four orders of magnitude larger than the electronic masses,
while the internuclear spring constants Kpq are computed as
the second spatial derivatives of the ground-state energy in
DFT with respect to the nuclear coordinates at equilibrium.
Appendix B: Model of macroscopic graphene response
Macroscopic treatments of vdW or Casimir interactions in-
volving graphene rely on continuummodels of its optical sus-
ceptibility, which enter into the familiar Lifshitz formula as
idealized reflection coefficients of perfectly thin sheets [1].
These models typically start with quantum-mechanical tight-
binding Hamiltonian for the localized π-bonding orbitals [40–
45], while neglecting contributions from phonons to the ma-
terial response and dissipation (though such contributions
can be mitigated quantum mechanically through the addition
of appropriate coupling [64] and reservoir [60] potentials.)
This quantum-mechanical tight-binding electronic Hamilto-
nian is also commonly approximated as having linear disper-
sion around the Dirac points, in which case the susceptibility
is derived as the lowest-order linear response to an applied
perturbative electric field, consistent with the random-phase
approximation (RPA). While such a framework is typically
presented at zero temperature for analytical convenience, the
addition of a Fermi-Dirac distribution in the formula for the
linear response allows for consideration of finite temperature
effects as well as doping (by varying the chemical poten-
tial) on the bare response. Alternative treatments start with
the second-quantized Dirac Hamiltonian of graphene elec-
trons and fields near the Dirac points, ultimately recovering
similar expressions for the response in the presence or ab-
sence of doping [65–67]. The resulting expressions for the
linear EM response explicitly show spatial dispersion. How-
ever, only models of doped graphene (which are independent
of p- versus n-type doping for the same doping concentra-
tion) seem to explicitly consider dissipation, as changing the
doping concentration allows for more dissipative mechanisms
(e.g. electron-electron or electron-phonon scattering), espe-
cially when the chemical potential is far from the Dirac point
or when finite temperature is directly used in the construc-
tion of the bare response. In the context of vdW interactions,
it is also common to simplify these expressions by taking the
limit of vanishing parallel wavevector, thereby neglecting spa-
tial dispersion and resulting in relatively small nonlocal length
scales in the frequency ranges of interest. Consequently, the
response functions follow a similar form as that of Drude or
plasma susceptibilities, and in the particular case of undoped
graphene, it is common to further approximate the conductiv-
ity as having the universal constant q2e/(16π~ǫ0) over a large
range of frequency scales [61, 68, 69]. vdW and Casimir in-
teractions involve integrals over all frequencies (1), in which
case the infrared response (including both temporal and spa-
tial dispersion) is expected to be relevant.
To better understand vdW interactions between a graphene
sheet and a gold surface, we compare the susceptibility of
graphene in our RMB model to an appropriate macroscopic
counterpart in the main text. In particular, we use the RPA-
derived response of Sernelius [45] (referred to in the main
text simply as RPA), with wavevector-dependent permittivity
ǫ(ω,k) = 1 + χ(ω,k) defined in terms of the susceptibility
χ(ω,k) =
q2eg|k|
32~ǫ0
√
v2F|k|2 − ω2
(B1)
in the undoped case, or
χ(ω,k) =
q2eD0
2ǫ0|k|
(
1 +
κ2
4
√
κ2 − ζ2 (π − φ(κ, ζ))
)
φ(κ, ζ) = arcsin((1− ζ)/κ) + arcsin((1 + ζ)/κ)
− ζ − 1
κ
√
1−
(
ζ − 1
κ
)2
+
ζ + 1
κ
√
1−
(
ζ + 1
κ
)2
(B2)
in the doped case, for k in the plane. These are defined
in terms of the Fermi velocity vF = 8.73723 × 105 m/s
and the spin-pseudospin degeneracy g = 4, as well as the
Fermi wavevector kF =
√
4π|n|/g, Fermi energy EF =
~vFkF, electron density of states D0 =
√
g|n|/π
~vF
at the Fermi
level, and dimensionless variables κ = |k|/(2kF) and ζ =
~ω/(2EF). We use these expressions as they capture tempo-
ral and spatial dispersion in graphene, while being simpler to
manipulate than equivalent expressions derived from second
quantization [66, 67]. These expressions for the undoped and
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doped macroscopic response may be used for direct compar-
ison with the RMB susceptibility as well as for computing
vdW interactions as compared with corresponding RMB pre-
dictions; for the latter, as mentioned above, the RPA suscepti-
bilities are used to construct reflection coefficients, which are
in turn used in the Lifshitz formula for the Casimir interaction
between parallel planar surfaces.
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